
Materials You Will 

Need: 

Make a Gift Bag / Box 

 

 

 

This workshop has been designed to show you how to 

make the gift bag / box using the Grand Calibur machine. 

The design was created by Karen Lines who has kindly 

allowed me to share how it is made. 

Place the largest labels one die with the cut edge 

facing upwards, then as you only need one 

shape place a few other dies to fill the A4 sheet 

up. These can be set aside for another project.   

Place a piece of A4 light green card or white if you wish 

to ink the colour in. Place the cutting mat over the top 

and place through the Grand Calibur machine to cut. 

Now remove the cutting mat and place over the tan 

embossing mat and pink mat and pass through the 

machine to emboss the pieces. 

  

Place the centre point of the card on the A5 

gatefold line (no.5) on the eazi score board 

and score at the A4 gatefold score line (no.4)  

Now turn the piece around and repeat the 

process so you have 2 parallel lines either side 

of the centre point. 

Crease the fold lines and bring the edges 

upwards, this will create the base of the 

bag shape. 
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The outer shape of the design uses the largest 

label 0ne die and it houses a little box which is 

ideal for giving jewellery and maybe some 

chocolates as a gift. 



  

Cut a piece of white 220gsm card to 247mm x 122mm and lay 

the card edge at the A5 gate line and score at the A4 gate line, 

then more the card to the A5 start point to score again using 

the line you have just scored as the edge. Complete this on all  

the 4 edges. 

 

When finished you will be left with a base of the box as in 

the right hand side photo. Now cut away the 3 outer boxes 

marked with a `x` in the example, then on the remaining 

square cut a notch again as shown in the photo. 

 

 

Crease all the scored lines and place tape or use wet 

glue on the 4 tabs on the outside of the box. 

Bring the card edges up and secure the tabs to 

the top edges of the inside of the box. 

 

  

Cut another piece of card to 183mm x 

60mm and score 1cm in around each 

edge of the card. To make it easier why 

not measure and mark on the board 

1cm away from a score line. 

Cut notches into the corners of the lid before 

inking the piece by applying the shabby 

shutters ink with a piece of cut`n`dry foam. 

 

Now tape all the outer edges on the inside of the box 

base. 

 

Then fold down the outer edge of the card to cover the 

tabs. Repeat this process on both ends of the box. Now 

fold down the long sides of the box to complete the base. 
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Place the large rose stamp onto an acrylic block. 

Be sure to line up the 2 rose petals as shown 

along the ruler’s edge, this will allow the full rose 

to fit onto the side of the bag. 

Ink the stamp using the black archival ink pad 

and then emboss with the clear embossing 

powder. Repeat this process when stamping 

the smaller rose and sentiment directly onto 

the card. 
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Stamp the rose image over the lid using the 

peeled paint ink to add interest to the design. 

Punch a hole in the centre of the box and pass a 

piece of folded ribbon through the hole. 

Place a thick pen through the ribbon to hold the 

shape and secure the ribbon with tape on the 

reverse side of the lid. Now stick and fold the box 

tabs to make up the box lid. 

Cut a smaller piece of card to fit on the 

inside of the lid, this will cover the 

ribbon up and give a nice flush finish to 

the box 

 
 

Stamp small rosebuds at random using the peeled 

paint ink. Spritz the watercolour paints 15 mins 

prior to using them and then again just as you are 

about use them. Add some of the paint to an acrylic 

block to mix the colours you require and then start 

to build up your design. 



 

Stamp and emboss more roses so you can decoupage the 

petals for added depth. Try adding yellow to the tips of the 

petals; this will help build shading into the roses. Don`t worry 

if you go over the edges when colouring in on the card as this 

will be cut away later. 

  

 

  

Stamp the rose image using the Victorian 

velvet ink onto tissue paper. This will give a 

very delicate effect but will add interest to 

the tissue paper. 

Add 3 roses around the ribbon to finish 

the lid and place the tissue paper into the 

box. 

Punch a hole at the centre of each side of the bag 

before treading a ribbon through the holes. 

Here is the completed project. 

 

A lovely project to make 

when giving a gift and a 

fun, quick and easy way to 

dress up the box for 

something a bit different. 

 

Stick the base of the box into the centre 

channel of the base using wet glue or 

strong double sided tape. Now decoupage 

the roses on the outside of the box 
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